
To Whom It May Concern:

In correspondence from the Los Angeles Bureau of Street Services and Bureau of

Sanitation addressed to chairman Joe Buscaino of the Public Works and Gang Reduction

Committee, CF# 13-1604 Temporary Street Memorials, recommendations include the

removal of memorials, such as Ghost Bikes. At Ghost Bike Foundation, we
wholeheartedly agree with the letter's recommendation that any object obstructing the
public right-of-way or posing potential hazard be removed to ensure the safety of all

users of public space. However, we find the restriction of 30 days for public memorials
to be disrespectful to grieving families and communities and completely unnecessary
with respect to public safety.

First off, we contend that Ghost Bikes rarely affect public accessibility and safety - the

memorials are attached to poles and fences in such a way that they do not obstruct car
or foot traffic, and never block road signs. As an organization dedicated to creating

awareness for Southern California's desperate need for street safety, we are sensitive to

the needs of all street users when placing the bikes. Therefore, the only veritable

complaints against Ghost Bikes are the aesthetic interests of various community

members: that these roadside memorials are a blemish and unsightly addition to the

neighborhood.

Roadside memorials are intentionally placed to draw in strangers to share in the grieving

process and create an awareness of the real dangers that we all experience on our

public roadways. For cyclists these dangers are more prevalent, often including not only

car traffic but also the uneven constitution of the road. Ghost Bikes serve as poignant

reminders of the perils experienced by daily commuters, endurance riders, and pleasure

cyclists alike. Visibility of the bicycle memorials is key in bringing public awareness to the
need for safer streets in Southern California.

Instead of the proposed regulation that limits the stay of a Ghost Bike to 30 days, we
suggest that the Public Works and Gang Reduction Committee adopt a more

sympathetic policy for bicycle memorials. Although the correspondence addressed to

Buscaino suggests that "a uniform approach in regulating the display placement and

duration of these temporary placements" is needed, we at Ghost Bike Foundation

would like to highlight an alternative policy regarding Ghost Bikes as implemented by

the largest city in the United States.

In 2010 the City of New York Department of Sanitation (NYDS) amended the rules for

the removal of derelict bicycles to exclude Ghost Bikes. Exact language in the Final Rules

Governing the Removal and Disposal of Derelict Bicycles under §1-05.1(a)1 defines
Derelict bicycle as "any bicycle, that is not a ghost bike" and appears to be unusable,

rusted, and/or missing parts. NYDS continues under Statement of Basis and Purpose to

assert, "under these rules ghost bikes will never be deemed to be derelict." Notably,

under §1-05.1(c) of the same document protects the city's right to removal "if the



presence of such bicycle which creates a dangerous condition..." or otherwise violates
the law.

Ghost Bikes most often do not create a "dangerous condition" for the public. Rather,
they unite and support the public. Through these memorials, communities and families
come together share in grief for a loved one who was violently taken from them. They
invite public curiosity into deeper issues of public safety in Southern California.

We ask that Councilmember Joe Buscaino reconsider supporting motions that police the
existence of Ghost Bikes, and instead promote safe streets policies that protect and
respect our communities.

Sincerely,
Ghost Bike Foundation


